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GREX welcomes Bruce Wise as Director of Business Development  

 
Georgetown, Texas (August 15, 2018) – Georgetown Rail Equipment Company (GREX) announces that Bruce Wise 
is joining its team as Director of Business Development. Wise will focus on strategic accounts and new products as 
GREX continues to develop innovative track inspection and maintenance technologies for the rail industry. 
 
“Bruce’s reputation and experience in providing industry-recognized solutions to address many railroad 
engineering challenges is an ideal fit for GREX,” said Greg Grissom, GREX president. “The timing is perfect to 
integrate Bruce’s leadership into our talented team as we continue to develop new technology solutions for the 
rail industry.” 
 
Wise is well respected and recognized in the rail community and brings with him more than 30 years of 
engineering, sales, management and leadership experience. In his most recent position as Director of Railroad 
Sales at Whitmore Rail in Rockwall, Texas, he led the development and go-to-market strategies for several 
industry-recognized products. Wise has served on the Railway Engineering Maintenance Suppliers Association 
(REMSA) Board of Directors since 2009, serving as president for the 2017-2018 term, and he is an active member 
of Committee 4 in the American Railway Engineering Maintenance Association (AREMA).   
 
Learn more about GREX at georgetownrail.com. 
 
About Georgetown Rail Equipment Company 
Since 1993, Georgetown Rail Equipment Company (GREX) has been putting technology to use to develop solutions 
that solve some of the oldest problems in the railroad industry. The privately held company is based out of 
Georgetown, Texas, and works in collaboration with customers across the globe to deliver custom solutions 
designed around their specific needs. GREX pinpoints where ballast is needed and automates its delivery, locates 
track flaws to keep operations running smoothly, helps railroads monitor bridges remotely, and much more. From 
the pioneering DumpTrain® ballast delivery system to the new Aurora Xiv

TM track inspection system, GREX 
products stand out among the rest as more technologically advanced, safer and more efficient. GREX is proud to 
be a Loram Maintenance of Way company. 
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